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Abstract

This study aimed at assessing the problems facing tax collectors and tax payers in Nyaruguru District. The

research used descriptive and comparative research design.  The target population included taxpayers and tax

collectors of Nyaruguru District among whom questionnaires were administered to a selected sample. The

statistical treatment of data was done using the frequencies and percentages through SPSS software. The

research found rental tax, property tax, and trading license tax being the types of tax collected in Nyaruguru

District. The identified challenges facing tax collectors of Nyaruguru District included mainly poor tax

payers’ perception on the relevance of tax payment, taxpayers’ delay in tax declaration, starting business

activity without trading license and traditional mode of tax collection. The major causes of tax collection

problems included lack of tax taxpayers’ education about tax relevance, and insufficient District means to

equip tax collectors with means of transport. As for strategies to overcome these challenges, it was

highlighted the necessity to develop tax education policy, and to increase the number of banks to facilitate

tax payers’ easy access. It was also discussed the challenges facing tax payers which  included lack of

taxpayers’ education on tax payment and procedures, failure to understand the relevance of paying taxes and

higher tax rate imposed compared with taxpayer’s business capacity. The identified causes of these

challenges included the lack of tax morality and low tax payment capacity. As for the strategies, it was

mainly noted the necessity to develop reach out programs and reduction of rates imposed on tax payers

businesses. The research concluded that lack of tax education constitutes the nucleus of the key challenges

faced both tax collectors and tax payers.
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1. Introduction

In its effort to achieve sustainable development,

the Government of Rwanda endeavored to put in

place strategies for good governance.

Decentralization was one way to help implement

these strategies and vehicle for poverty reduction.

Decentralization embodies various areas

including fiscal decentralization which
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consists, as Bumbakare (2009) argues, in

transferring tax collection powers to local

authorities.

The fiscal decentralization policy was

developed in order to increase local resource

mobilization and to create opportunities for

Districts to expand steadily their sources of

funds. Decentralized decision-making

powers on financial resources allow local

authorities to effectively implement the

duties and achieve missions assigned to

them (RIAM, 2009). The achievement of

goals and objectives set by local authorities

is made possible through the appropriate

allocation of resources and a precise

definition of the sources of revenue for the

execution of different tasks assigned

(MINECOFIN, 2009).

It is in this context that the law no 17/2002

of 10th May 2002 was adopted to authorize

districts to collect some types of  taxes,

namely property tax, trading license and

rental  taxes,  as well as other fees.  Property

tax is paid annually by the owner and

calculated on the value of the house or

building, the rate being determined by the

District Council or the City on the basis of

the nature of the property, its location and

use (Official Gazette of the Republic of

Rwanda, 2002). Trading license tax is paid

by any person who undertakes to carry out

commercial activities, also determine

according to type of business and its

location, while rental income tax is applied

to the rental of buildings and land, its rate

being determined by the Council of each

District or City in accordance with the

provisions of the law (Rwanda Revenue

Authority, 2011).

Other duties and fees include administrative

fees and fees on services rendered to the

population and they are also determined by

the District Council in accordance with the

law no 28/2000 of 15/10/2001(Official

Gazette of the Republic of Rwanda, 2001).

In this process of transferring tax collection

power to districts, rural areas are much more

involved given that 87 per cent of

Rwandans, as IFAD (2011) reports, live in

rural areas. A glance at the situation of tax

collection in Nyaruguru District over the last

three years (2009, 2010 and 2011) reveals

that the total amount collected was RWF

672, 390,940 (that is, RWF 218,878,141,

RWF 208,862,051 and RWE 244, 650, 748

in 2009, 2010 and 2011 respectively). In

comparing the amount of collected taxes

within three years with the District

performance contract(IMIHIGO) budget

plan whose total amount is fixed at RWF

4,811,068,513 for 2011- 2012, it is found

out that there was still a long way to go to
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fill such a wide gap. Furthermore, a look at

the detailed District tax collection report of

July 2011 which displays taxes collected in

each of the 14 sectors making up Nyaruguru

District lets notice a considerable number of

uncollected taxes in many sectors. Why?

This study attempted to identify and analyze

all the problems hindering the effective

collection of taxes in Nyaruguru District and

propose the strategies to address them.

2. Method

This study used a descriptive and

comparative research design. As Zikmund

(1991) explains, a research design   consists

in planning procedures for conducting

studies   so as to achieve the most valid

findings. The targeted population was tax

taxpayers (2,187) and tax collectors (39) of

Nyaruguru Districts who amounted to 2,226

in total. The distinction between taxpayers

and tax collectors in administering

questionnaires was based on the fact that

taxpayers may live their own experiences in

paying taxes which may be different from

those lived by tax collectors in collecting

taxes. The sample size calculation for

taxpayers was done following the Cochran

formula of sample size determination as read

from Cleen, 2009. The formula indicates

that

0
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, where n= adjusted sample
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The use of this formula implied reading
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By rounding, the sample size for tax payers

amounted to 91 respondents. As the number

of tax collectors was not greater than 100

people, the total number of 39 was taken.

The total sample amounted up to 130. The

primary and secondary data were collected

by means of self-developed research

instruments. According to the US

Information Census Bureau (2012), data

collection instrument refers to the device

used to collect data, such as a paper

questionnaire, interview, and observation for

primary, and documentary for secondary
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data. The researchers prepared a number of

questionnaires containing a set of closed-

ended questions to be administered to

sample taxpayers and tax collectors of

Nyaruguru District. The questionnaires were

organized into sections including

respondents’ profiles, types of taxes

collected, problems faced, causes of

problems, and strategies to overcome them.

The unstructured interview was conducted

to obtain complementary tax collection

information from the District tax collection

officer, as he was the one who was supposed

to provide more factual information based

on different tax reports he was in charge of

producing. In order to collect data, the

researchers got to the District authorities by

means of a recommendation letter from the

Dean of the Faculty and handed the

questionnaires out to taxpayers and tax

collectors, and provided directions on how

to return the questionnaires. In this step, the

researchers also had both the opportunities

to conduct interview with the District tax

collection officer, and to collect from him

some copies of tax reports deemed useful for

the research. The data processing and

analysis may be defined as the systematic

presentation of numerical data in rows

or/and columns according to certain

characteristics. It expresses the data in

concise and attractive form which can be

easily understood and used to compare

numerical figures

(newagepublishers.com, 1999). It was

performed in three main stages, namely

editing, coding and tabulation by means of

SPSS as a tool of analysis. Tabulation was

therefore used to present statistical tables

showing frequency and percentages. The

interpretation of data was based on

descriptive and comparative statistics.

3. Results and Discussions

The distributed questionnaires to tax

collectors amounted to 39, while 91 were

distributed to tax payers. The participation

rate was 100%.  As the research deals with

two categories of respondents, it proceeded

with tax collectors first and, second, with

taxpayers. The analysis was done in respect

to the profile, the types of tax collected, the

challenges of tax collection, the causes of

tax collection problems, and the strategies to

overcome such problems.

Tax Collectors’ Profile
In respect to tax Collectors the profile

questions were addressed about their gender,

age, level of education, field of education,

and marital status. The provided responses

are presented in Table 1. The data in table 1

show that 26 (66. 6%) respondents were
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male while 13 (33.4%) were female. The

number of female tax collectors was too

small compared to that of their male

counterparts. As for the age group of

respondent tax collectors, only 1 (2.6%) was

aged less than 20 years, and those aged

between 21-30 years were 20 (51.3%).

Those aged between 31-40 years were 14

(35.9%) while those aged between 41-50

years were only 4 (10.3%). It is also found

that none of respondents was aged above 50.

As can be noticed, the most part of tax

collectors were in twenties, followed by

those in thirties, and the number of those in

forties was smallest. Unlike tax payers, it is

observed that tax collectors of Nyaruguru

District were mostly young. Regarding the

level of education 25 (64.1%) tax collectors

completed secondary school, while 14

(35.9%) have completed the   bachelors

level.  The number of those who had not yet

the university level was still high, and this

implies that they did not fit in well with the

field of taxation as it is only in higher

learning institutions they can get taxation

training and specialization (finance). As far

as the field of education was concerned

those who did finance were only 12.  But

one can notice that their number was still

low as they represented only 30.8% of the

whole number of District tax collectors.

That is, those recorded in the categories of

“others’’ were 27 (69. 2%) and have not

done taxation. About tax cllectors’ marital

status 22 tax collectors (56. 4%) were single

while 17 (43.6%) were married. The fact

was that the biggest proportion of tax

collectors was predominantly composed of

youth.

Types of Taxes Collected in Nyaruguru

District

Basing on data provided by respondents, this

research presented the types of taxes

collected in Nyaruguru District, and

attempted to rate them in terms of those

most collected than others. Through  the

question (Q6 ) addressed to tax collectors

about whether rental tax is collected in

Nyaruguru District, 39 (100%) respondents

affirmed that rental tax is collected in

Nyaruguru District. It was said to be

collected from the premises of taxpayers

Table 1 Tax collectors’ Profile

Gender Statistics Frequency Percentage

Valid Male 26 66.6

Female 13 33.4
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Total 39 100.0

Age Statistics Frequency Percent

Valid Less than 20 years 1 2.6

21-30 years 20 51.3

31-40 years 14 35.9

41-50 years 4 10.3

Total 39 100.0

Level of Education  Statistics Frequency Percent

Valid Secondary 25 64.1

University 14 35.9

Total 39 100.0

Field of Education Statistics Frequency Percent

Valid Finance 12 30.8

Others 27 69.2

Total 39 100.0

Marital Status Statistics Frequency Percent

Valid Single 22 56.4

Married 17 43.6

Total 39 100.0

through cash payment to tax collectors, and

it was collected every year.

From the question (Q7) addressed to tax

collectors asking whether property tax was

collected in Nyaruguru District, the results

showed that all 39 (100%) respondents said

it was collected. It was also said to be

collected from the premises of taxpayers

through cash payment to tax collectors, as

well, and it was collected once a year.

Wishing to know whether trading license tax

was collected in Nyaruguru District (Q8) all

respondents 39 (100%) asserted that trading

license tax was collected. It was also said to

be collected from the premises of taxpayers

through cash payment to tax collectors, and

its collection was annual.

Through question (Q9) and question (Q10)

the researchers asked the taxes which were

most and least collected in Nyaruguru

District. The responses showed that 39

(100%) respondents affirmed that the most

collected tax was trading license tax. The

fact that trading license tax is the most
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collected can be justified by the biggest

number of those involved in trading

activities (87.9%) In respect to the question

about the least collected tax 39 (100%)

respondents said that it was the property tax.

This was due to the fact that there were no

other taxable properties except two tea

factories, namely Nshili tea factory and

Mata tea factory as revealed by the District

Tax Officer.

Challenges Faced By Tax Collectors of

Nyaruguru District

The challenges facing tax collectors

included the small number of tax collectors

specialized in the field of finance, poor tax

payers’ perception on the relevance of tax

payment, taxpayers ‘culture to evade and

avoid taxes, social disapproval among

taxpayers against tax offences, taxpayers’

delay in tax declaration, starting business

activity without trading license, traditional

mode of tax payment, and lack of means of

transport to facilitate easy reach of taxpayers

for tax collection.

Small Number of Tax Collectors Specialized

In the Field Of Finance

As provided in table 1 the number of tax

collectors who have not yet the university

level was still higher (64.1% of all tax-

payers). This rate   showed that the biggest

proportion of tax collectors was not

specialized in the field of taxation. It was

only in higher learning institutions they

could get the training in the field of finance

so as to cope with the complexity of tax

laws and tax collection procedures. Those

who did finance including those who

completed the bachelor’s level represent

only 30.8% of the whole number of District

tax collectors.

Poor Tax Payers’ Perception on the

Relevance of Tax Payment

On the question (Q11) addressed to tax

collectors of whether taxpayers understood

the relevance of tax payment, only 7 (17.

9%) respondents said they understood while

32 (82.1 %) respondents said they did not.

The highest rate of those saying that tax

payers did not understand the relevance of

paying taxes implies that tax collectors faced

serious problem when working with people

who do not understand why they pay taxes

or who just accept it grudgingly.

Taxpayers’ Culture to Evade and Avoid

Taxes

Wishing to know whether tax payers have

any culture to evade and avoid taxes (Q12),

the responses showed that 33 (84. 6%)

respondents against 6 (15.4%) agreed. The

highest proportion (84.6%) of those who

agreed suggested a big challenge for tax
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collectors as this taxpayers’ attitude could

make tougher the task of tax collection.

Social Disapproval among Taxpayers

against Tax Offences

The researchers wished to know whether

there was any social disapproval among tax

payers towards tax offences (Q13). The

responses showed that 35(89.7%)

respondents agreed while only 4 (10.3%)

respondents did not. The highest percentage

of those who agreed showed that Nyaruguru

tax collectors faced with tax collection

challenge if they worked with people who

consider that tax offences, like tax evasion,

tax avoidance, and other tax frauds were not

viewed as offences by the society.

Taxpayers’ Delay in Tax Declaration

On the question wishing to know whether

there was any delay in tax declaration

(Q14), the answers showed that 33 (84.6%)

agreed that there was tax declaration delay

among tax payers, while 6 (15.4%)

respondents said that there was no delay in

tax declaration. The rate of 84.6% of those

affirming that tax declaration was not done

on time shows how they were faced with the

big challenge of tax collection as they were

compelled to always get into conflicts with

tax payers when persuading them to pay

taxes.

Starting Business Activity without Trading

License

On the question of whether tax payers pay

trading license before engaging in business

activity (Q15) respondents’ answers showed

that only 3 (7.7%) respondents affirmed tax

payers starting business with trading license,

while 36 (92.3% ) affirmed tax payers

starting business without any trading license.

The challenge for tax collectors was that

they had to travel around all traders’ work

places to track those who engaged in

business without any trading license. Tax

payers who started businesses with no

trading license also cause problems to tax

collectors as they cannot make estimations

of potential taxes as tax payers start

businesses without registration.

Traditional Mode of Tax Collection

The researchers wished to know which

method used for tax payment (Q16) and all

targeted respondents (100%) affirmed that

tax payers paid cash directly to tax

collectors. This constituted a challenge for

tax collectors in many regards. They were

facing with the risk to lose the money

collected. The money could also be stolen,

or they could be violently attacked by

burglars. They could also be tempted to use

the money when faced by a need or tempted

to collect fewer amounts through bribes by
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tax payers. Indeed, there were many risks

that could arise from this mode of tax

collection.

Lack of Means of Transport to Facilitate

Reach of Taxpayers for Tax Collection

The answers to the question to know

whether tax collectors have means of

transport for easy access of taxpayers’

workplaces (Q17) 39 (100 %) respondents

affirmed that they have no means. This

biggest proportion of those who denied

suggested a serious problem.   They were

obliged to make long treks on foot to reach

taxpayers’ work places to collect taxes, and

this could entail related risks. In addition,

the lack of transport means could make the

collection task ineffective in that the time

used to reach tax collectors will be long.

Causes of Tax Collection Problems in

Nyaruguru District

The causes of problems faced by tax

collectors in Nyaruguru District include less

number of banks operating in the District,

lack of tax taxpayers’ education about tax

relevance and procedures, lack of tax

compliance among taxpayers, and

insufficient District means to equip tax

collectors with transport means.

Fewer Number of Banks Operating In the

District

In an attempt to know whether the few

number of banks can be one of the causes of

problems facing tax collectors in Nyaruguru

Distract (Q18), 38 (87.4%) respondents said

that the reason why taxes were not paid

through banks was that there are few banks

in the district. Only one respondent said that

collecting taxes directly from the tax payers

was the easiest way.  On view of this, one

can notice that lack of banks was one of the

major causes of tax collection problems. As

the District tax Officer explained there are

only 4 banks in the whole District. It is

understood that these banks were very few

for all tax payers from 14 sectors to access

them.  This means that, on average, one tax

payer had to travel across 3.5 sectors at least

to reach the bank for paying his/her tax.

Lack of Tax Taxpayers’ Education about

Tax Relevance and Procedures

To the question of knowing whether lack of

education among taxpayers constituted one

of the causes of the problems facing them in

tax collection (Q19), 35 (89.7%)

respondents agreed while only 4 (10.3 %)

did not agree. From this there was need for

tax payers’ education to make the tax

collection activities effective in Nyaruguru

District.

Lack of Tax Compliance among Taxpayers
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With regard to the question inquiring

whether the lack of tax compliance among

tax payers can be one of the tax collection

problems (Q20) all the respondents agreed.

This highest rate (100.0%) suggests that

they faced with many cases of tax payers

who did not comply with tax obligations and

this needed some measures to address the

issue.

Insufficient District means to equip tax

collectors with transport means

In the endeavor to know whether insufficient

district means to equip tax payers with

transport means could be one of the causes

of tax collection problems (Q21) they all

(100.0%) agreed that the District insufficient

means of transport constituted one of the

causes. Indeed, equipping tax collectors with

transport means is indispensable for them to

fulfill their tax collection more effectively.

Strategies to Overcome Tax Collection

Problems in Nyaruguru District

Strategies to overcome tax collection

problems include developing tax education

policy, increasing the number of banks to

facilitate tax payers’ easy access, and

providing tax collectors with means of

transport.

Develop   Tax Education Policies by the

District

Through the question (Q22) the researchers

wished to know whether developing tax

education policy could be one of the

strategies to overcome tax collection

problems in Nyaruguru District, and all the

respondents (100.0%) agreed. As shown it

was imperative for the District to develop

tax education policies to overcome tax

collection problems. These policies might

include setting up well designed programs

for tax collectors training and sessions for

tax payers’ education.

Increase of banks to facilitate easy

taxpayers’ access

The question (Q23) asked whether the

increase of banks to facilitate easy

taxpayers’ access would be one of the

strategies. The responses showed that 37

(94.9%) agreed. The highest rate of those

who agreed suggests the need to increase the

number of banks through which tax payers

will be able to pay taxes without long walks.

Providing Tax Collectors with Means of

Transport

Addressing the question (Q24) the

researchers’ intention was to know whether

providing tax collectors with transport

means would be one of the strategies to

solve the problems faced by tax collectors,
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and they all asserted that it could be one of

the strategies. The overwhelming majority

of those who said there was need to equip

tax collectors with means of transport

suggest how urgent it was for the District to

look for means to find transport facilities for

its tax collectors.

Taxpayers

In respect to taxpayers the profile questions

also were addressed about their gender, age,

level of education, field of education,

marital status, and their occupations. The

responses are summarized in table 2. The

table 2 provides that out of 91 taxpayers 68

(74.7%) were males and 23 (25.3 %) were

females. The reduced proportion of female

implies that women of Nyaruguru District

were still lagging behind with regard to the

government policy to integrate women in the

business sector. In regard to the

respondents’ age it was found that only one

(1.1%) tax payer was less than 20 years.

Those aged between 21-30 years were only

6 (6.6%). Those aged between 31-40 years

were 25 (27.5%), and 29(31.9%) were

between 41-50 years old, while only 5 (5.5

%) were above 60 years old. From this table,

one can notice that the biggest proportion of

taxpayers in Nyaruguru District was made of

those aged between 41-50 years. This shows

that those most involved in business were

those in forties, followed by those in thirties

and fifties. This suggests that the youth of

Nyaruguru District is less involved in

business activities, and this can have a

negative impact on the scale of potential

taxes to be collected if the youth generally

known to represent the biggest proportion of

the population does not participate

significantly in business activities. The

reduced number of those aged above 60 is

also manifest, may be because they are no

longer physically capable of conducting

business activities.

As for respondents’ education 33 (36.3%)

respondents have not gone to any school at

all, and 56 (61.5%) have gone to primary

school, while only 2 (2.2%) have gone to

secondary school, and none of respondents

have gone to university. The rate of 36.3%

suggests that there are many taxpayers of

Nyaruguru District still facing the problem

of illiteracy. The low rates of those who

attended secondary school and university

explain that the intellectuals of Nyaruguru

District show no involvement in business

activities.

Concerning respondents’ marital status 19

(20.9 %) were single, 68 (74.7%) were

married, 3 (3.3 %) were widow and only 1

(1.1%) was divorced.
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The rate of 20.9% representing the youth

corroborates the youth, generally found in

the category of the single, was less involved

in business activities. It is also shown that

those married people were mostly involved

in business activities. The number of

widows and divorced, respectively were less

represented, may be  due to some factors

partly justified by the fact that  widows

have no means to find the investment capital

or are less motivated to involve in business

as they live alone life. As for the divorced,

one can say that there are rare cases of

divorced in the district.

Inquiring about respondents’ occupation it

was found that 80 (87.9%) respondents were

traders; and 11 (12.1%) had other

occupations. This rate can be justified by the

fact that some individuals can pay taxes

while not apparently exercising business

activities, like rental and property taxpayers

who may be involved in other activities,

such as farmers, civil servants   and other

professions.  The rate of 87.9 % shows that

the biggest proportion of Nyaruguru

taxpayers exercise trading activities as

occupation.

Types of taxes paid in Nyaruguru

District

In the endeavor to assess the consistence

between the data provided by tax collectors

about the types of taxes they collect in

Nyaruguru District and the data provided by

taxpayers about the types of taxes they pay,

a series of questions were administered to

taxpayers (Q6 up to Q8), and an attempt was

also made to rate them in terms of those

most paid than others. For rental tax only 14

taxpayers (15.4%) respondents said that they

pay rental tax, while 77 (84.6%) do not pay

such a tax. This suggests that there are no

many rental properties which can be taxable

in Nyaruguru District. In respect to the

trading license 73 respondents (80, 2%) said

they paid trading license tax, while only 18

respondents (19.8%) did not pay trading
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Table 2 Tax payers’ Profile

Gender Statistics Frequency Percentage

Valid Male 68 74.7

Female 23 25.3

Total 91 100.0

Age Statistics Frequency Percent

Valid Less than 20 years 1 1.1

21-30 years 6 6.6

31-40 years 25 27.5

41-50 years 29 31.9

51-60 years 25 27.5

60 year and above 5 5.5

Total 91 100.0

Level of Education  Statistics Frequency Percent

Valid No formal education 33 36.3

Primary 56 61.5

Secondary 2 2.2

University 0 0.0

Total 91 100.0

Marital Status Statistics Frequency Percent

Valid Single 19 20.9

Married 68 74.7

Widow 3 3.3

Divorced 1 1.1

Total 91 100.0
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license tax. The rate of 80.2% is justified by

the predominant number of traders as seen

earlier. In regard to property tax no

respondent said he/she pays property tax.

This is justified by the fact that there are

only two taxable properties in Nyaruguru

District, that is, the two tea factories

mentioned above, and  these were not

among the sample population simply

because, being  only two among the overall

study population is easy  to escape the

selection. With reference to the provided

responses the rating of taxes paid in

Nyaruguru District in terms of those most

collected than others (frequency of

taxpayers) is clear-cut.  It is observed that

the most collected tax is trading license tax,

followed by rental tax and, last, property tax,

due to reasons explained above. Challenges

Faced By Tax Payers of Nyaruguru

District

The challenges facing tax payers include

lack of taxpayers’ education on tax payment

and procedures, failure to understand the

relevance of paying taxes and higher tax rate

imposed compared with taxpayer’s business

capacity.

Lack of Taxpayers Education on Tax

Payment and Procedures

Through the responses to question (Q9) all

91 (100.0%) respondents said that there

were no special sessions held to educate

taxpayers on tax payment and procedures. It

results that tax payers faced with serious

problems of ignorance in the field of tax

payment and procedures.  Indeed, they did

not understand the importance of tax

payment, as can be seen in the following

table.

Failure to Understand the Relevance of

Paying Taxes

The responses to question (Q10) noted that

only 9 (9.9%) affirmed having understood

the relevance of tax payment, while 82

(90.1%) said that they did not understand

how relevant it is. The higher rate of those

who affirmed that they did not understand

why they paid taxes suggested a big

challenge for tax payers. In fact, they felt

that they were forced to pay taxes without

understanding why they do so.

Higher Tax Rate   Imposed Compared with

Taxpayer’s Business Capacity

The researchers addressed to respondent

taxpayers the question (Q11)   of whether

the rates imposed were higher than their

businesses capacity, and 77 respondents

(84.6%) said that tax rates imposed on them

were higher than the capacity of their
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businesses, while only 14 (15.4%) said that

they were not.

Causes of Tax Payment Problems in

Nyaruguru District

The causes of problems faced by taxpayers

included lack of tax morality, low tax

payment capacity, and high tax rates

imposed that undermined the proliferation of

tax payers businesses.

Lack of Tax Morality among Taxpayers

On the question of knowing whether the

lack of tax morality could be one of the

causes facing taxpayers of Nyaruguru

Districts (Q12), 82 (90.1%) respondents

agreed while 9 (9.9%) did not. It was

observed that lack of taxpayers’ morality is

one of the important factors contributing to

the existence of many problems facing tax

payers. Indeed, the morality of Nyaruguru

taxpayers could be boosted through stimuli

like tax education so that they can

understand that tax payment is not a

punishment imposed on them. Rather,

through such an education they can realize

that their role played in the development of

the country and Nyaruguru District in

particular is recognized. Also, their tax

morality can be raised by special care

accorded to them by District authorities

through reaching out programs aimed to

listen to their problems and find solutions to

them.

Low Tax Payment Capacity

As far as tax payment capacity was

concerned (Q13), 84 (92.3%) respondents

affirmed that low tax payment capacity of

tax payers was one of the causes of

problems faced by tax payers of Nyaruguru

District. Seven (7) tax payers (7.7%) did not

agree. From these statistics one can infer

that the businesses of taxpayers of

Nyaruguru District do not generate enough

income to cope with   tax rates imposed on

these businesses.  This can be partly justified

by the fact that potential customers have no

purchasing power given the economic

situation they experience. As most of the

population lives on agriculture without any

other off-farm income generating activity,

they have no means to earn money. Even

their agricultural or pastoral productivities

cannot provide them with enough

purchasing power given the geological and

geographical nature of the District. In other

words, the poor soil and mountains of the

district put the population at a strict

economic disadvantage.

High Tax Rates imposed on the Taxpayer’s

Businesses Undermine their Proliferation

In an effort to know whether higher rates

imposed can undermine the proliferation of
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the businesses of Nyaruguru taxpayers

(Q14), 85 (93.4%) respondents asserted that

higher rates undermine the proliferation of

taxpayers’ businesses, while only 6

respondents (6.6%) did not agree to the

assertion. Having seen that taxpayers are

faced with low tax payment capacity, and

that taxes imposed were higher than the

capacities of their businesses, it is easy to

make the inference that some businesses can

even close down due to lack of taxes.

Strategies to Overcome Tax Payment

Problems in Nyaruguru District

The strategies to address tax payment

problems in Nyaruguru District include

reach out programs, reduction of rates

imposed on tax payers business, and

increase of purchasing power of the

population through poverty reduction

programs.

Reach out Programs for Tax Education

To the question (Q15) ascertaining whether

reach-out programs for tax education would

be one of the strategies to overcome tax

payment problem facing Nyaruguru District

tax payers, 85 (93.4%) responded

affirmatively ,while 6 (6.6%) denied. The

highest rate of those affirming that reach-out

programs can help resolve tax payment

programs are very telling. The necessity to

educate tax payers to understand the

relevance of taxes and tax procedures is

paramount and the District should take it as

a priority.

Reduction of Rates Imposed on Taxpayers’

Businesses

With the purpose to know whether reduction

of rates imposed on their businesses would

be one of the strategies to solve the tax

payment problems (Q16) all (100.0%)

respondents agreed with the assertion.

Basing on the data showing that imposing

higher rate undermine the proliferation of

businesses of Nyaruguru District taxpayers,

the reduction of rate may be important in

that it  can act as a  stimulus for  tax payers

and attract other who  might fear to engage

in business activities,  because of  the

existing  rates imposed.

Increasing the Purchasing Power of the

Population through Poverty Reduction

Programs

Through the responses to question (Q17), 86

(94.5%) respondents affirmed that the

increase of the population purchasing power

through poverty reduction can help resolve

the problems of tax payment they face,

while 5 (5.5 %) respondents did not agree

with the assertion. The highest rate of those

saying that the increasing of population

purchasing power can be one of the

strategies to resolve tax payment problems
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shows a pressing need to enhance the

economic status of   the population of

Nyaruguru District through different

programs of poverty reduction to raise their

purchasing power. It may be true that

District authorities have spared no efforts in

this regard, but they need to double means

and in this endeavor.

4. Conclusions

A comparative and close scrutiny to

statistics about types of taxes collected in

Nyaruguru District reveals a very small

number of those paying rental tax and

property tax. This was justified by the

scarcity of taxable rental properties.  The

fact that property tax was the least collected

tax is due to the existence of only two

taxable properties, the two tea factories. This

calls for investment interventions in the

District. Further, it can be noted that the key

challenges and their causes identified among

both tax collectors and tax payers revolve

around one and pivotal variable, which is

lack of tax education. It is lack of tax

education that entails poor tax payers’

perception on the relevance of tax payment,

the taxpayers’ culture to evade and avoid

taxes and social disapproval among

taxpayers against tax offences. It is in this

regard that strategies to overcome these

challenges should build on boosting tax

payers’ morality, and this explains the

necessity to develop tax education policies

including reach out programs.
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